NY
CITY’S BEST HOTELS
The London NYC
the London nyc is ideaLLy situated
steps from Fifth avenue shopping, broadway
theaters and carnegie hall. this modern luxury
experience offers some of the most spacious
accommodations in manhattan, from stylish
London suites that offer a minimum of 500
square feet to the extravagant 2,500-square-foot
duplex London penthouse, all with interiors by
well-known designer david collins.
the luxurious London penthouse on the
53rd and 54th ﬂoors of the property offers
guests the ultimate urban indulgence, boasting ﬂoor-to-ceiling windows with exceptional
views of central park, the hudson river, and
manhattan skyline. guests can choose from additional luxury suites within three other room
types: the London sky apartments, the atrium
suite, and sky suites, which offer one-of-a-kind
layouts, exceptional views, and chic furnishings.

every suite provides a complete bath environment developed by waterworks that includes
dual showerheads and hand-cut mosaic tiles
with custom ﬁxtures, sumptuous bath linens,
and apothecary products.
those looking for a unique and sophisticated private meeting and event space have
access to intimate venue options coupled with
ﬁrst-rate technology and exceptional dining
from the incomparable culinary team of gordon
ramsay.
health conscious guests will enjoy complimentary access to the London nyc club,
which boasts the most advanced, high-performance cardiovascular and strength training
equipment by Life Fitness and Kinesis walls
by technogym. this luxury ﬁtness environment provides complimentary bottled water
and earphones.

guests will experience the ﬁne art of dining as the exceptional culinary team of chef
gordon ramsay oversees all food and beverage,
from restaurant to room. based upon his ﬂagship restaurant in London, gordon ramsay at
the London offers guests French-inspired cuisine set among a formal and elegant ambiance;
maze by gordon ramsay features sophisticated
cuisine in an informal and stylish setting; and
the London bar offers guests breakfast, traditional brunch on weekends,and a lively evening
cocktail scene.
the London nyc (www.thelondonnyc.com)
is one of two London hotels with its sister property, the London west hollywood located in La.
the London nyc is led by managing director
dominique piquemal, who came to the property from the Four seasons in houston where
he served as hotel manager.
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Clockwise from upper left: The London NYC lobby; Atrium Suite; Managing Director Dominque Piquemal; MAZE by Gordon Ramsay; London Suite living area; 54th Street Entrance; Gordon Ramsay at the London
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